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(54) Two pack package with connector

(57) A container for smoking articles comprises at
least two hingedly connected packs, each for housing a
separate bundle of smoking articles. The container com-
prises: a first pack having a first wall; a second pack hav-
ing a first wall; and a connector (10) hingedly coupled to

the first wall of the first pack along a first fold line and
hingedly coupled to the first wall of the second pack along
a second fold line substantially perpendicular to the first
fold line. The two hingedly connected packs may be
hinged about either of the two perpendicular fold lines.
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Description

�[0001] WO- �A- �2006/079799 discloses packages com-
prising two packs connected in a Jacob’s ladder arrange-
ment by at least first and second straps and blanks and
a method for forming such packages.
�[0002] In one aspect, WO-�A-�2006/079799 describes
a package comprising: first and second packs each ca-
pable of containing items, each pack having a first face
bound by a first edge and a second edge, the second
edge being parallel to the first edge; and means, con-
necting the first and second packs, which means com-
prising first and second straps which are attachable to
the first and second packs; wherein, in a first position of
the packs the first face of the first and second packs face
each other with the first edges of the first and second
pack adjacent to each other and the second edges of the
first and second pack adjacent each other, the first and
second straps extending across the first face and being
hinged about the first and second edges, wherein the
first strap is hinged about the first edge of the first pack
and hinged about the second edge of the second pack
and the second strap is hinged about the second edge
of the first pack and hinged about the first edge of the
second pack, whereby the first and second packs are
movable, one relative to the other between at least the
first position, a second position in which the second pack
is rotated relative to the first pack about the first edge
and a third position in which the second pack is rotated
relative to the first pack about the second edge.
�[0003] In another aspect, WO- �A-�2006/079799 de-
scribes a blank for forming the means comprising first
and second straps that connects the first and second
packs of the package, which comprises a single sheet of
material, having at least a first region providing a first
strap and a second region providing a second strap, the
regions being adjoined by a line operable to separate the
first region from the second region, the line having a first,
second and third section thereon, the second section be-
ing a weakened section such that the first and second
regions are separable, and the first and second sections
being cut portions extending from respective ends of the
weakened section to the edge of the sheet.
�[0004] In a further aspect, WO-�A-�2006/079799 de-
scribes another blank for forming the means comprising
first and second straps that connects the first and second
packs of the package, which comprises a single sheet of
material having a first elongate section in which there is
an elongate hole having major edges which are spaced
apart and a second section aligned with the hole and
extending from a minor edge of the first section, the sec-
ond section having a maximum width substantially equal
or less than the minimum width of the hole and a length
greater than the length of the hole such that a free minor
edge of the second section is threadable through the hole
and capable of attaching to the free minor edge of the
first section.
�[0005] The first and second packs of all of the pack-

ages described in the specification and shown in the
drawings of WO- �A-�2006/079799 are connected in a
Jacobs Ladder arrangement by a separate joining blank
or by a separate Jacobs Ladder structure. To manufac-
ture the packages, a separate joining blank is either fixed
to the first and second packs or the first and second packs
are positioned within, and in some cases fixed to, two
pack containing sections in a separate Jacobs Ladder
structure.
�[0006] It would be desirable to provide a container
comprising two or more packs connected in a Jacob’s
ladder or similar arrangement that can be manufactured
in a simple way.
�[0007] According to the invention there is provided a
container for smoking articles comprising at least two
hingedly connected packs, each for housing a separate
bundle of smoking articles, the container comprising: a
first pack having a first wall with opposed first and second
edges; a second pack having a first wall with opposed
first and second edges; and a connector hingedly cou-
pled to the first wall of the first pack along a first fold line
and hingedly coupled to the first wall of the second pack
along a second fold line substantially perpendicular to
the first fold line.
�[0008] The first pack and the second pack of contain-
ers according to the invention are hingeable relative to
one another about the first fold line between a first posi-
tion and a second position. In the first position the first
walls of the first and second packs are parallel and op-
posed and the first edges of the first walls of the first and
second packs are adjacent and the second edges of the
first walls of the first and second packs are adjacent. In
the second position the first walls of the first and second
packs are substantially coplanar.
�[0009] The first pack and the second pack of contain-
ers according to the invention are also hingeable relative
to one another about the second fold line between the
initial position and a third position in which the first walls
of the first and second packs are substantially coplanar.
�[0010] The first pack and the second pack of contain-
ers according to the invention are thus advantageously
hingedly connected in a double hinged manner not dis-
similar to a Jacob’s ladder arrangement by the connector.
Furthermore, the first pack and the second pack of con-
tainers according to the invention are advantageously
hingeable in two substantially perpendicular directions
relative to one another.
�[0011] The connector of containers according to the
invention may be integral with the first pack, integral with
the second pack or integral with the first pack and the
second pack. Alternatively, the first pack, the second
pack and the connector of containers according to the
invention may be formed from separate blanks.
�[0012] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the
container comprises a separate connector comprising at
least three hinged panels, the connector comprising: a
first panel affixed to the first wall of the first pack; a second
panel affixed to the first wall of the second pack; and a
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third panel hingedly connected to the first panel along
the first fold line and hingedly coupled to the second panel
along the second fold line.
�[0013] In this preferred embodiment, the at least three
hinged panels of the connector overlie one in the first
position. In the second position the third panel of the con-
nector overlies the second panel of the connector and in
the third position the third panel of the connector overlies
the first panel of the connector.
�[0014] The third panel of the connector may be hinged-
ly connected to the second panel along the second fold
line. Alternatively, the connector may further comprises
a fourth panel that is hingedly connected to the third panel
along the second fold line and hingedly coupled to the
second panel along a third fold line substantially perpen-
dicular to the second fold line.
�[0015] Where the connector further comprises a fourth
panel, the first pack and the second pack of containers
according to the invention are also hingeable relative to
one another about the third fold line between the first
position and a fourth position in which the first walls of
the first and second packs are substantially coplanar.
The third panel of the connector overlies the second and
fourth panels of the connector in the second position, the
fourth panel of the connector overlies the second panel
of the connector in the third position and the fourth panel
of the connector overlies the first and third panels of the
connector in the fourth position.
�[0016] The provision of a connector comprising at least
four hinged panels advantageously allows the first pack
and the second pack of containers according to the in-
vention to be hinged in three different directions relative
to one another.
�[0017] The fourth panel may be hingedly connected to
the second panel along the third fold line. Alternatively,
the connector may further comprises a fifth panel that is
hingedly connected to the fourth panel along the third
fold line and hingedly coupled to the second panel along
a fourth fold line substantially perpendicular to the third
fold line.
�[0018] Where the connector further comprises a fifth
panel, the first pack and the second pack are hingeable
relative to one another about the fourth fold line between
the first position and a fifth position in which the first walls
of the first and second packs are substantially coplanar.
The third panel of the connector overlies the second,
fourth and fifth panels of the connector in the second
position, the fourth panel of the connector overlies the
second and fifth panels of the connector in the third po-
sition, the fifth panel of the connector overlies the second
panel of the connector in the fourth position and the fifth
panel of the connector overlies the first, third and fourth
panels of the connector in the fifth position.
�[0019] The provision of a connector comprising at least
five hinged panels advantageously allows the first pack
and the second pack of containers according to the in-
vention to be hinged in four different directions relative
to one another.

�[0020] Preferably, the fifth panel is hingedly connected
to the second panel along the fourth fold line. However,
if desired, the connector may further comprise a sixth
panel that is hingedly connected to the fifth panel along
the fourth fold line and hingedly connected to the second
panel along a fifth fold line substantially perpendicular to
the fourth fold line.
�[0021] In alternative embodiments of the invention, the
container comprises an integral connector comprising
one or more panels of similar construction to the separate
connectors comprising at least three hinged panels de-
scribed above. Throughout the specification the term "in-
tegral" denotes that the connector and the first wall of
one or both of the first and second packs of containers
according to the invention are formed from a single piece
of material, for example, from the same blank.
�[0022] The integral connector may be integral with the
first pack and hingedly connected to the first wall of the
first pack along the first fold line. In this case, the first
wall of the first pack replaces the first panel of the sepa-
rate connectors previously described above. Alternative-
ly, or in addition, the integral connector may be integral
with the second pack and hingedly connected to the first
wall of the second pack along the second fold line. In this
case, the first wall of the second pack replaces the sec-
ond panel of the separate connectors previously de-
scribed above.
�[0023] Preferably, the first fold line is a lateral fold line
and the second fold line is a longitudinal fold line. More
preferably, the first fold line is a lateral horizontal fold line
and the second fold line is a longitudinal vertical fold line.
�[0024] Preferably, first fold line is substantially parallel
and adjacent to a third edge of the first wall of the first
pack, which is substantially perpendicular to the opposed
first and second edges thereof. Preferably, the second
fold line is substantially parallel and adjacent to a first
one of the first edge of the first wall of the first pack and
the second edge of the first wall of the first pack.
�[0025] Where the connector comprises a fourth panel,
the third fold line is preferably substantially parallel and
adjacent to a fourth edge of the first wall of the first pack,
which is opposed to the third edge of the first wall of the
first pack and substantially perpendicular to the opposed
first and second edges thereof. Where the connector fur-
ther comprises a fifth panel, the fourth fold line is prefer-
ably substantially parallel and adjacent to a second one
of the first edge of the first wall of the first pack and the
second edge of the first wall of the first pack.
�[0026] One or both of the first pack and the second
pack of containers according to the invention may be a
slide and shell pack comprising an outer shell and an
inner slide within the outer shell. Alternatively or in addi-
tion, one or both of the first pack and the second pack of
containers according to the first aspect of the invention
may be a hinge- �lid pack comprising a lower box portion
and an upper lid portion hinged to the lower box portion.
�[0027] Where the first pack is a slide and shell pack,
the connector is preferably of substantially the same di-
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mensions as the first wall of the first pack. Where the
second pack is a slide and shell pack, the connector of
the second pack is preferably of substantially the same
dimensions as the first wall of the second pack.
�[0028] Where the first pack is a hinge-�lid pack, the con-
nector is preferably of substantially the same dimensions
as the lower box portion of the first wall of the first pack.
Where the second pack is a hinge-�lid pack, the connector
is preferably of substantially the same dimensions as the
lower box portion of the first wall of the second pack.
�[0029] Preferably, the first pack and the second pack
of containers according to the invention are both slide
and shell packs or both hinge- �lid packs. It will be appre-
ciated, however, that containers according to the inven-
tion may comprise a first pack and a second pack pro-
vided with different types of opening and closing means.
For example, the first pack may be a hinge-�lid pack and
the second pack may be a slide and shell pack.
�[0030] Where both the first pack and the second pack
of containers according to the invention are hinge-�lid
packs, the first pack may have a hinge- �lid pivotable about
a hinge line extending across the first wall of the first pack
and the second pack may have a hinge-�lid pivotable
about a hinge line extending across the first wall of the
second pack.
�[0031] In alternative embodiments of the invention, the
first pack may have a hinge- �lid pivotable about a hinge
line extending across a second wall of the first pack that
is parallel and opposed to the first wall of the first pack
and the second pack may have a hinge-�lid pivotable
about a hinge line extending across a second wall of the
second pack that is parallel and opposed to the first wall
of the second pack.
�[0032] Where, the first pack, the second pack and the
connector of containers according to the invention are
formed from separate blanks, the connector is preferably
adhered to the first pack and the second pack in order
to form the container. The connector may, for example,
be adhered to the first pack and the second pack using
hot melt adhesive, contact adhesive or double sided ad-
hesive tape.
�[0033] However, it will be appreciated that, a variety
of other known means may be employed to affix the con-
nector of containers according to the invention to the first
and second packs thereof such as, for example, hook
and loop type fasteners, magnetic fasteners or mating
plug (male) and socket (female) type fasteners.
�[0034] Containers according to the invention prefera-
bly further comprise retention means to provide resist-
ance to movement of the first and second packs from the
first position to the second third or fourth position, such
that a positive force must be applied by a consumer to
hinge the first and second packs relative to one another
from the first position to the second, third and fourth po-
sition. If desired, containers according to the invention
may comprise retention means that provides a positive
force, which urges movement of the first pack and the
second pack towards the first position.

�[0035] For example, the first pack and the second pack
of containers according to the invention may be releas-
ably connected in the first position by the releasable en-
gagement of first retention means provided on the first
pack and second retention means provided on the sec-
ond pack. The first retention means and the second re-
tention means may comprise any suitable known mag-
netic fasteners, mechanical fasteners, adhesive fasten-
ers or combinations thereof. For example, the first reten-
tion means and the second retention means may com-
prise one or more releasable pressure- �actuated hook-
and-�loop type fasteners, snap fasteners or other mating
plug (male) and socket (female) type fasteners.
�[0036] Containers according to the invention may com-
prise two or more hingedly connected packs, each for
housing a bundle of smoking articles, for example ciga-
rettes, such as conventional lit- �end cigarettes or ciga-
rettes for use with electrical smoking systems (for exam-
ple cigarettes of the type disclosed in US-�A-�5 692 525),
cigars or cigarillos. Preferably, containers according to
the invention comprise two or more hingedly connected
packs, each for housing a separate bundle of cigarettes.
�[0037] Through an appropriate choice of the dimen-
sions thereof, the first pack and the second pack of con-
tainers according to the invention may be designed to
house separate bundles of different numbers of ciga-
rettes. Alternatively or in addition, the first pack and the
second pack of containers according to the invention may
be designed to house separate bundles of cigarettes of
different dimensions (for example, cigarettes of different
length or different circumference). The first pack and the
second pack of containers according to the invention
may, for example, be designed to house separate bun-
dles of different numbers of short (between about 70 mm
and about 75 mm in length), regular size (about 80mm
in length), king size (about 84 mm in length), super-�king
size, slim, super-�slim or wide cigarettes.
�[0038] Through an appropriate choice of the dimen-
sions of the first pack and the second pack thereof, con-
tainers according to the invention may also be designed
to hold different total numbers of smoking articles. For
example, containers for cigarettes according to the in-
vention may comprise a first pack and a second pack for
housing, in combination, a total of twenty or twenty-�one
regular size cigarettes. Alternatively, containers for cig-
arettes according to the invention may comprise a first
pack and a second pack for housing, in combination, a
total of seventeen or eighteen wide cigarettes.
�[0039] The length, width and depth of the first pack and
the second pack of containers according to the invention
may be such that, when in the initial position, the resultant
overall dimensions of the containers are similar to, or
substantially the same as, the dimensions of a conven-
tional disposable pack of smoking articles. For example,
the length, width and depth of the first pack and the sec-
ond pack may be such that, in the initial or first position,
the resultant overall dimensions of the container are sim-
ilar to the dimensions of a conventional disposable hinge-
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lid pack of twenty cigarettes.
�[0040] Containers according to the invention may ad-
vantageously comprise first packs and second packs for
housing separate bundles of smoking articles of different
types. A wide variety of different types of cigarettes are
produced and sold. For example, different types of to-
bacco having unique characteristic tastes and aromas,
such as Burley, Oriental and Virginia tobacco, are used
alone or in varying amounts in tobacco blends to produce
brands of cigarettes having different characteristic
tastes. In addition, both plain cigarettes and cigarettes
having many different types of filter tips are manufactured
as well as cigarettes of differing length (for example, reg-
ular size, king size or super- �king size), circumference (for
example, slim or super- �slim), strength of taste, resistance
to draw and total particulate matter delivery. Further-
more, cigarettes containing flavourings such as menthol
are also available.
�[0041] Containers according to the invention may com-
prise first packs and second packs for housing separate
bundles of cigarettes of a different tobacco blend or fla-
vour. Alternatively, or in addition, containers according
to the invention may comprise first packs and second
packs for housing separate bundles of cigarettes of a
different size (different length, different circumference or
both different length and different circumference).
�[0042] The first pack and the second pack of contain-
ers according to the invention may be of the same or
different cross- �section. For example, one or both of the
first pack and the second pack of containers according
to the invention may be rectangular, square, triangular,
pentagonal, hexagonal, D-�shaped, semi- �circular or semi-
oval in cross-�section.
�[0043] Preferably, the first pack and the second pack
of containers according to the invention are substantially
parallelepipedal. More preferably, the first pack and the
second pack of containers according to the invention are
substantially cuboid.
�[0044] The first pack and the second pack of contain-
ers according to the invention may have one or more
right-�angled longitudinal edges, one or more right-�angled
transverse edges, one or more rounded longitudinal edg-
es, one or more rounded transverse edges, one or more
bevelled longitudinal edges, one or more bevelled trans-
verse edges or any suitable combination thereof.
�[0045] Preferably, the first pack and the second pack
of containers according to the invention are of substan-
tially the same shape. The dimensions of the first pack
and the second pack of containers according to the in-
vention may be the same or different. Preferably, the first
pack and the second pack of containers according to the
invention are of different dimensions. More preferably,
the first pack and the second pack of containers accord-
ing to the invention are of substantially the same length
and width, but of different depth.
�[0046] Preferably, the first wall of the first pack and the
first wall of the second pack of containers according to
the invention are of substantially the same dimensions.

�[0047] Preferably, the first wall of the first pack and the
first wall of the second pack are major walls of the packs.
Preferably, the first wall of the first pack is a front wall or
a rear wall of the first pack. Preferably, the first wall of
the second pack is a front wall or a rear wall of the second
pack.
�[0048] The first pack and the second pack of contain-
ers according to the invention are preferably formed from
one or more folded laminar blanks, more preferably from
one or more folded laminar cardboard blanks.
�[0049] The exterior surfaces of the first packs, second
packs and connectors of containers according to the in-
vention may be printed, embossed, debossed or other-
wise embellished (for example using labels or stickers)
with manufacturer or brand logos, trade marks, slogans
and other consumer information and indicia. It will be
appreciated that the same or different manufacturer and
brand logos, trade marks, slogans, and other consumer
information and indicia may be applied to the exterior
surfaces of the first packs, second packs and connectors.
�[0050] The connectors of containers according to the
invention may be formed from one or more suitable ma-
terials including, but not limited to, paperboard, card-
board, plastic, metal (such as, for example, aluminium),
transparent or opaque foil (such as, for example, poly-
ethylene (PE) or polyethylene terephthalate (PET) foils)
and laminated material (such as, for example, paper/�alu-
minium, plastic/�paper/ �aluminium or other laminates).
�[0051] Containers according to the invention may com-
prise connectors having one or more windows or cut- �outs
provided therein. In preferred embodiments, the one or
more windows or cut-�outs interact or cooperate with im-
ages provided on the first walls of the first packs, second
packs or first and second packs of the containers to gen-
erate further images.
�[0052] Containers according to the invention may com-
prise more than two packs. Third and subsequent packs
of containers according to the invention may be connect-
ed to one or more other packs thereof in the same or a
different manner to that in which the first pack and the
second pack are hingedly connected.
�[0053] Preferably, where containers according to the
invention comprise three or more packs, each pack of
the container is hingedly connected in a double hinged
manner to at least one other pack thereof by a connector.
For example, containers according to the invention may
comprise three, four, five or six packs hingedly connected
by two, three, four or five connectors, respectively,
wherein each pack of the container is hingedly connected
in a double hinged manner to either one or two other
packs thereof.
�[0054] The invention will be further described, by way
of example only, with reference to the accompanying
drawing in which:
�[0055] Figure 1 shows the inner surface of a blank for
forming the connector of a container according to an em-
bodiment of the invention.
�[0056] In Figure1, solid lines are used to denote cut
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lines or outer borders of the blanks. Dashed lines are
used to denote lines, which are formed by compressing
or partially cutting the material of the blanks by creasing,
scoring, embossing or an equivalent process, along
which the blanks are bent upon erection of the containers
or parts of containers formed there from or which act as
hinge.
�[0057] Figure 1 shows a blank 10 for forming a sepa-
rate connector of a container according to an embodi-
ment of the invention, which is formed from at least three
blanks. The blank 10 comprises five rectangular panels,
a first panel 12, a second panel 14, a third panel 16, a
fourth panel 18 and a fifth panel 20, which are hingedly
connected to one another along alternate horizontal and
vertical fold lines.
�[0058] As shown in Figure 1, the upper edge of the
third panel 16 is connected to the lower edge of the first
panel 12 along a first horizontal fold line and the left side
edge of the third panel 16 is connected to the right side
edge of the fourth panel 18 along a second vertical fold
line. The upper edge of the fifth panel 20 is connected to
the lower edge of the fourth panel 18 along a third hori-
zontal fold line and the left side edge of the fifth panel 20
is connected to the right side edge of the second panel
14 along a fourth vertical fold line.
�[0059] To form a container according to the invention,
the second 12, third 16, fourth 18 and fifth 20 panels of
the blank 10 are folded through 180 degrees about the
horizontal and vertical fold lines such that the panels of
the blank 10 overlie one another. In the folded blank 10,
the third panel 16 overlies the first panel 12 the fourth
panel 18 overlies the third panel 16, the fifth panel 20
overlies the fourth panel 18 and the second panel 14
overlies the fifth panel 20. To complete formation of the
container, the outer surface of the first panel 12 is affixed
to the first wall of a first pack and the outer surface of the
second panel 14 is affixed to the first wall of a second
pack.
�[0060] In use, the first pack and the second pack of
the container may be hinged in four different directions,
up, down, left and right, relative to one another about the
about the horizontal and vertical fold lines of the connec-
tor.

Claims

1. A container for smoking articles comprising at
least two hingedly connected packs, each for hous-
ing a separate bundle of smoking articles, the con-
tainer comprising:�

a first pack having a first wall;
a second pack having a first wall; and
a connector (10) hingedly coupled to the first
wall of the first pack along a first fold line and
hingedly coupled to the first wall of the second
pack along a second fold line substantially per-

pendicular to the first fold line.

2. A container according to claim 1 wherein the con-
nector (10) is integral with at least one of the first
pack and the second pack.

3. A container according to claim 2 wherein the con-
nector (10) is integral with the first pack and the sec-
ond pack.

4. A container according to claim 1 comprising a con-
nector (10) comprising at least three hinged panels,
the connector comprising:�

a first panel (12) affixed to the first wall of the
first pack;
a second panel (14) affixed to the first wall of
the second pack; and
a third panel (16) hingedly connected to the first
panel (12) along a first fold line and hingedly
coupled to the second panel (14) along a second
fold line substantially perpendicular to the first
fold line.

5. A container according to claim 4 wherein the con-
nector (10) further comprises: �

a fourth panel (18) hingedly connected to the
third panel (16) along the second fold line and
hingedly coupled to the second panel (12) along
a third fold line substantially perpendicular to the
second fold line.

5. A container according to claim 5 wherein the con-
nector (10) further comprises: �

a fifth panel (20) hingedly connected to the fourth
panel (18) along the third fold line and hingedly
connected to the second panel (12) along a fifth
fold line substantially perpendicular to the fourth
fold line.

6. A container according to any preceding claim
wherein the first pack and the second pack are slide
and shell packs.

7. A container according to any preceding claim
wherein the first pack and the second pack are hinge-
lid packs.

8. A container according to claim 7 wherein the first
pack has a hinge-�lid pivotable about a hinge line ex-
tending across the first wall of the first pack and the
second pack has a hinge-�lid pivotable about a hinge
line extending across the first wall of the second
pack.

9. A container according to claim 7 wherein the first
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pack has a hinge-�lid pivotable about a hinge line ex-
tending across a second wall of the first pack that is
parallel and opposed to the first wall of the first pack
and the second pack has a hinge- �lid pivotable about
a hinge line extending across a second wall of the
second pack that is parallel and opposed to the first
wall of the second pack.

10. A container according to any preceding claim
wherein the first pack and the second pack are of
different dimensions.
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